We show the existence and uniqueness of a minimal injective operator system (resp. minimal unital C*-algebra) "containing" a given operator system. V, which will be called the injective (resp. C*-) envelope of V. This result can be applied to prove the existence of the Silov boundary in the sense of without further explanation, and we will denote the set of all bounded operators on a Hilbert space H by B(H). For a subset S of a unital C*-algebra A, C* (S) stands for the C*-subalgebra of A generated by S and the unit 1. If, in addition, S is self-adjoint, linear, and contains 1, S can be regarded as an operator system in the obvious fashion. In fact consider a faithful ^-representation {ft, H} of A and identify S with the operator system 7t (S)
We will show in the following that such a C*-algebra exists uniquely and that it is *-isomorphic to the quotient C* -algebra C*(V)/c7, where NX J is the Silov boundary for V in the sense of Arveson [1, Definition 2. 1. 3] . We call the C* -algebra the C*-envelope of V. Thus an operator system determines its C*-envelope uniquely. Conversely, it may be said that any unital C* -algebra A is determined by its self-adjoint linear subspace V, containing 1, which has A as its C*-envelope (or equivalently, NX which has {0} as its Silov boundary) : If K is a unital complete order isomorphism of V onto an operator system V 1 C B (H^ , 1C extends uniquely to a ^-isomorphism £ of A onto ^(V^/Ji so that K = n°lC, where Ji is the Silov boundary for V l and n: V^C* (VJ ->C* (V^/J, is the canonical map. This fact, which is no other than the uniqueness of the C*-envelope of V, was proved by Arveson under an additional hypothesis [1, Theorem 2. 2. 5], (There he does not assume that Yis self-adjoint; but without loss of generality, we may assume so.)
To solve the above problem we introduce the injective envelope of an operator system, which generalizes the injective envelope defined for a unital C* -algebra [4] .
The author is grateful to the referee for his valuable suggestions. § 2. Definitions and Preliminalies Throughout this section VdB(H) will denote a fixed operator system. Definition 2. I. An extension of V is a pair (W, A;) of an operator system W and a unital complete order injection K: V->W.
Definition 2. 2. (W, K)
is an injective (resp. C*-) extension of V iff W is an injective operator system (resp. unital C* -algebra such that The injective envelope (resp. C*-envelope) of V can be regarded as a minimal object in the family of all injective extensions of V or a maximal one in the family of all essential extensions of V (resp. a minimal one in the family of all C*-extelisions of V).
(Cf. Lemma 3. 6, Theorem 4. 1,
We list a few known results which will be used later. A unital complete order isomorphism between unital C*-algebras is an algebraiĉ -isomorphism [3] , so that an operator system is unitally completely order isomorphic to at most one unital C*-algebra. 
A V-projection (resp. V-seminorm) which is minimal with respect to this partial ordering <^ (resp. <!) will be called a minimal V-projection (resp. 'minimal V-seminorm). Remark. Let (W, fc) be an essential extension of an operator system V. Then, taking the injective envelope (Z, A) of W, whose existence will be proved below, and applying the above lemma to the injective and essential extension (Z, AQ/C) of V, it follows readily that (W, A;) is a rigid extension of V. Since jU is a ^-monomorphism as noted above,
Hence we have (A, 1C) ~ (A 19 K^ .
Q.E.D. We conclude this section with a remark on non-unital complete order isomorphisms. Let V and Vj be operator systems and suppose that there
Corollary 4 e 2 e Le£ VdB(H) be an operator system and (A, fc) the C*-envelope of V. If (B, /I) is a C*-extension of V, then there is an onto *-homomorphism ft

exists a (not necessarily unital) complete order isomorphism (p: V->V lm
We want to prove that the corresponding C*-envelopes of V and V l are *-isomorphic (hence so are the injective envelopes of V and V lt too).
We may and shall assume that Vc A (resp. 
Proof.
It is straightforward to see that C* (£~1 /2 y i &~1 /2 ) =C* (Vi) 
